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Package Name: com.facebook.mlite Version: 109.0.0.2.120 (249607125) File size: 9.9 MB Updated: October 14, 2020 Minimum Android version: Android 4.0 (Ice Cream Sandwich, API 14) MD5: 4e1315bef17db519212222 cf543555f0 SHA1: eeebd3672a27894c978324d00b673c6e0b3af03b APKCombo Messenger Lite Free calls and
messages Link App 109.0.0.2.2.120 Facebook October 6 2020 (1 week ago) Faster version messenger, which works in all online environments of the Instant Messaging App and data savings will help you connect with people in your life. Messenger Lite: - Fast installation. Boot size: less than 10MB! Save the data. The app loads quickly,
works efficiently, and uses less mobile data.- Works anywhere. Contact people when you're in an area with a slow or unstable Internet connection. With Messenger Lite, you can:- Contact someone on Messenger, Facebook or Facebook Lite.- See when people are active and can communicate.- Message people directly or in groups to
update or plan.- Send photos, links or express yourself with stickers.- Free live voice and video calls over Wi-Fi (otherwise, you'll pay standard data). Talk as long as you want, even with people in other countries! Email: android-support@fb.com FOLLOW USA Diese Version von Messenger verbraucht weniger Datenvolumen und
funktioniert unter mehr Netzwerkbedingungen. Hilf Nutzungsbedingungen and RichtlinienFacebook Inc. Messenger Lite is an official customer developed by Facebook for its famous instant messaging service. The biggest draw is that this client takes up much less space than the standard version, taking up just under 10 megabytes. This
makes it easier, which means it can work without any problems on older devices with previous versions of Android. The app is official, so it has almost all the same features as the original chat service, which allows you to communicate with friends individually or in groups, sending and receiving text, images, videos and stickers. The
difference between this client and the unofficial that you can find online is that Messenger Lite can run in the background and send notifications for messages from your friends, like triggering vibrations or lighting the device screen when there is any activity. In practical terms, it has the same functions as the original client, without taking
away as much space and not consuming as much resources as Facebook apps are generally known. Messenger Lite is a fantastic alternative Facebook customer. This is especially useful in countries where wireless connections are struggling with the huge amount of data needed to launch an official customer. It's also compatible with
lots of devices and older versions of Android (another 2.3 gingerbread), although of course you can use it no matter what your situation is. The best Lite apps to save space and RAM on your Android Lot go to the apps we use on our smartphones are starting to get a little out of control in terms of their resource consumption. In many
cases, even middle-class devices can't handle the aeronautics sucking on memory. Thus, the proliferation of lite applications (both official and unofficial) these days, they are all set up to offer the same basic features as their original counterparts, but massively reduce the use of RAM and the space behind the device. Here are some of the
most popular and effective ones (plus a tool to create your own lightweight apps as a bonus). More Our Picks: The most up-to-date apps of 2016 2016 proved to be very prolific for Android apps, reaching a turning point saturation market where the number of goats is quality. However, we've seen many quality sparks that have served to
detonate new holes in application development. Here are 9 tools released this year that we think have proven to be the most relevant for Android video games aside. More Why is my smartphone so SLOW?! It's a million-dollar question, one that you ask your techie friend about, the missing links to what low-end Huawei you gave your
mom for Christmas, words you whisper your reflection every morning in the mirror: Why my PHONE RUNNING SO SLOW? Time goes by inexorably for electronic devices - the fault of the increasingly demanding software that sucks the lifespan out of your phone in a million ways. But still, we can fight to prevent this from happening.
Here's how it's done. Learn more about a fast and efficient messaging app to reach people in your life. Messenger Lite:- Sets fast. That's less than 10MB to boot! Saves data. It loads quickly, works efficiently and uses less mobile data.- Works everywhere. Reach people when you're in an area with a slow or unstable Internet connection.
With Messenger Lite, you can:- Contact anyone on Messenger, Facebook or Facebook Lite.- See when people are active and available for chat.- Message people one-on-one or in groups to catch up or make plans.- Send photos, links, or express yourself with stickers.- Make one-on-one voice and video calls free via Wi-Fi (otherwise
standard data fees apply). as much as you want, even with people in other countries! Countries! Countries!
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